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Abstract
‘Preview’, a concept popularized by Netflix, is a contiguous scene of a movie or a TV show highlighting its story,
characters, and tone, thus helping viewers to make quick
viewing decisions. To create previews, one needs scenelevel semantic annotations related to the story, characters,
and tone. Soliciting such annotations is an involved exercise and these are expensive to generate automatically. Instead, we aim at creating previews by availing readily available scene meta-data, while avoiding dependency on semantic scene-level annotations. We hypothesize that movie
scenes that best match publicly available IMDb plot summaries can make good previews. We use 51 movies from
the MovieGraph dataset, and find that a match of the plot
summaries with scene dialogues, available through subtitles, is adequate to create usable movie previews, without
the need for other semantic annotations. We validate the
hypothesis by comparing ratings for scenes selected by the
proposed method to those for scenes selected randomly, obtained from regular viewers as well as an expert. We report
that even with this ‘minimalist’ approach, we can select at
least one good preview scene for 26 out of 51 movies, as
agreed upon by a critical expert judgment. Error analysis
of the scenes indicates that features related to the plot structure might be needed to further improve the results.

1. Introduction
With a wide variety of content available on video streaming platforms such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video,
viewers need a browsing mechanism that provides them
with enough information to make a decision about whether
to watch given video content. Given the short attention span
of modern viewers, such a mechanism needs to catch their
attention in less than 90 seconds1 . To cater to this need,
1 https://about.netflix.com/en/news/new-netflix-tv-experienceincludes-video-previews-that-speed-your-next-selection

Netflix popularized the concept of ‘Previews’, which provide a “quick highlight of the story, characters, and tone of
a title”, thus enabling viewers to make a viewing decision
in a short time2 .
Previews are not the same as trailers. They are smaller in
duration, usually below 90 seconds, designed to assist viewers in quicker decision-making. Generating trailers is a creative process that requires editing skills and expert interventions [31]. Automatic trailer generation thus is a complex
problem [14] requiring various aspects to be taken into considerations such as, (i) shot selection based on cinematography [44, 30], scene-level [8, 22], character-centric [28] and
affective [12, 6, 31] features, (ii) shot ordering maximizing
attractiveness[41], affect [13], aesthetics [30], saliency [6],
etc., along with minimum disclosure of the spoilers [30, 31]
and (iii) selection of affectively coherent theme music [13].
On the contrary, automatic preview generation is comparatively a simpler scene retrieval problem, and hence, easier to
automate. The automation would further facilitate preview
generation at scale to cater to the needs of a variety of viewers. In this paper, we suggest a mechanism for automatic
preview scene retrieval for movies.
To automate the task of preview scene retrieval, one
would need an input that provides highlights about the story,
characters, and the tone of the movie. Also, to select a
movie scene as a preview, one needs to use the text-audiovisual features of the movie scene which depict its theme.
Thus, scene-level features in the form of annotations are
needed, or they need to be extracted using audio-visual
techniques. Either of these approaches are expensive and
time consuming. Instead, the emphasis of this paper is
to suggest a mechanism for automatic retrieval of preview
scene for movies by using readily available meta-data. In
short, we define a ‘minimalist’ approach for preview scene
retrieval which relies only on readily available meta-data for
performing the task.
The ‘Plot summaries’ provided by the IMDb website2 ,
2 https://help.imdb.com/article/contribution/titles/plots/G56STCKTK7ESG7CP

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the proposed method to automatically extract preview scenes using candidate scene subtitles and plot
summary. N is the number of candidate scenes from a movie and D is the dimension of output embeddings given by a Language model.

briefly describe the story of the movie by avoiding spoilers and talk about the characters. They also often mention
the events highlighting some dramatic situation in the main
characters’ life, which creates curiosity in the mind of the
viewers about the movie. For example, in the plot summary
of the movie Meet the Parents as mentioned in figure 2,
the event Greg Focker meeting his girlfriend’s parents and
the father being suspicious is important and the story of the
movie revolves around this event.
We hypothesize that the movie scene that best matches
the plot summary is a good preview scene. To check if scene
dialogues, readily available through subtitles, are adequate
to create usable movie previews, we use (i) semantic scene
annotations provided by the MovieGraph dataset (including
scene subtitles) [38] and (ii) only the scene subtitles as features to match the scene with the plot summary. We perform
user studies, where viewers rate the suitability of scenes as
previews. We examine how the scenes recommended by our
method following both (i) and (ii) above, are rated as compared to randomly selected scenes. We find that the scenes
selected using our method are better preview scenes as compared to the randomly selected movie scenes. Also, using
scene subtitles as the only scene feature for recommending
previews provides comparable performance to using multiple semantic scene-level features. This signifies the potential of using a ‘minimalist’ approach for preview scene
retrieval. We find that this approach allows us to select at
least one good preview scene for 26 out of 51 movies, as
per a critical expert judgment. Error analysis of the scenes
indicates that features related to the plot structure might be
needed to further improve the results of this approach.

authors propose a method to generate personalized summaries by measuring similarity between user preferences
and high-level features of shots and scenes extracted semiautomatically. The summaries created using these approaches retain the chronological order of shots in the
movie as opposed to the trailers. They also include the
spoilers as opposed to the trailers or the previews.
Automatic trailer generation is an active application area
of research for over a decade [31, 39, 13]. Works addressing
shot selection for the purpose treat the problem as anomaly
detection [33], maximization of attractiveness and saliency
[41], and video highlight detection [39]. [13] focuses on
shot reordering based on affective impact and theme music
selection. [33] follows the chronological ordering of selected shots. [31] addresses the problem of trailer generation in an end-to-end manner with machine-human collaboration. It emphasizes that trailer generation being a creative
process often requires expert intervention. The concept of
movie previews is relatively new and differs from traditional
trailers. Because we treat the preview creation as a simple
scene selection problem, complete automation of this task
may be more feasible, as compared to the trailer generation
problem.
Browsing for scenes within movies has been performed
via task of plot alignment in [23], where a given query is
matched with the sentence(s) in the plot that is aligned with
the movie scene script. Apart from this, other works on plot
alignment emphasize on applications such as story-based
content retrieval and semantic video summarization [35, 34,
36], which have different motivation than the preview scene
selection task.

2. Related Work

3. Dataset

Movies have been summarized considering various aspects, such as main character centrality using script analysis [28], audio-visual saliency captured with perceptual
and computational attention modeling [5] and using film
domain knowledge, motion analysis and audio features
based semantic context detection features [2]. In [15],

There are several movie-related datasets in the literature that cater to movie understanding and summarization. Some datasets such as Trailer Moment Detection [39],
Large-Scale Movie and Trailer [10] are not publicly available. Datasets such as MSA [40], Cognimuse [46] and
MovSum [45] either provide a limited number of annota-

Figure 2. Example of MovieGraph annotations for a scene and Plot summary of the movie Meet the Parents. Character attributes and
interaction tags are converted into meaningful natural language sentences by adding underlined supporting words.

tions per movie, or have taken less number of movies into
consideration. There are datasets that provide annotations
specific to a task such as video [17] and movie question answering [37], generating audio descriptions [27], scene understanding [25], shot cinematography analysis [44], movie
inference [20], movie retrieval [18, 1], etc.
The MovieNet dataset [9] contains a large number of
multi-modal annotations for 1,000 movies including cinematographic style, character bounding box and id, scene
boundary, action tag, place tag, and plot synopsis manually
aligned to movie segments. However, not all these annotations are available for all the movies in the dataset. The
annotations about cinematographic style such as shot type
and camera angle are not relevant to our task. MovieGraphs
dataset [38] contains richer annotations for 51 English language movies along with the scene boundaries for the
movies. Each movie has an average of 150 scenes with
43 seconds of average scene duration. As compared to the
MovieNet dataset, we find the scene-level annotations provided in the MovieGraph such as scene subtitles, scene description, character attributes, and interactions, to be more
relevant for our task. As a result, we use the MovieGraph
dataset for our task. We have examined the following scenelevel annotations in the dataset for their relevance to our
task: (i) Scene subtitles, (ii) Scene description which is a
natural language summary of the scene spanning multiple
sentences, (iii) Character attribute tags such as the age, gender, profession and emotional states of a character in a particular scene, (iv) Character interaction tags per scene along
with its topic and the reason, (v) Character relationship tags,
(vi) Scene situation which depicts high-level topic of the
scene, (vii) Place tag depicting the scene location, and (viii)
Summary of the character interaction. An example of scene
annotations provided by MovieGraph for scene subtitles,
scene description, character attributes tags and interaction
tags are illustrated in figure 2.

4. Approach
In this section we elaborate on our hypothesis and the
methodology.

4.1. Hypothesis
Our observations of the existing preview scenes on the
Netflix website and the corresponding plot summaries as indicated in section 1, substantiate our intuition that the IMDb
plot summaries can be a good source of information to select preview scenes from movie videos. Based on this intuition, we define our hypothesis as ‘a movie scene that best
matches the IMDb plot summary is a good preview scene’.
To the best of our knowledge, as there are no available baselines for automatic preview scene retrieval task in the literature, we compare our method with a random baseline. More
formally, we state our Null Hypothesis as: Out of the candidate movie scenes, any randomly sampled scene is a good
preview scene and the Alternative Hypothesis as: Out of
the candidate movie scenes, a movie scene that is ranked
higher (Top-2) based on its similarity with the IMDb plot
summary is a good preview scene.
As mentioned in the alternative hypothesis, we rank the
candidate movie scenes using a scoring function that computes the score of the j\textsuperscript {th} candidate scene of the i\textsuperscript {th} movie
s_{ij} , with the plot summary of the i\textsuperscript {th} movie p_i . The scoring
function is defined using equation 1, where ‘sim’ is the similarity function and F is a (set-of) feature(s) of the scene.
‘E’ is an embedding technique used to convert the feature
and plot summary into a vectorized representation, which
can be further used for similarity computation.
  Score(s_{ij}) = sim\{E[F(s_{ij})], E[p_i]\}\
\label {eq:1} 

(1)

There can be a distinct set of scene features and embedding mechanisms that can be used for the above computation. We conduct pilot studies, described in section 5.1, to

find if publicly available scene subtitles are sufficient as the
only feature to score the candidate preview scenes. We perform user studies described in section 4.3, to evaluate the
scenes sampled from two populations described by the null
and alternative hypotheses, and perform hypothesis testing
to check if we can reject the null hypothesis.

4.2. Candidate Scenes Selection
Instead of considering all possible scenes in a movie for
preview selection, we identify a subset of scenes by filtering some candidate scenes based on our observations about
the Netflix preview scenes and insights from movie literature. Screenplays follow a basic linear structure that can be
divided into three acts, of which the first act typically establishes the story, situation, characters, and their relationship
[7]. We consider the first 1/3rd part of a movie to be the first
act. The first act also contains dramatic actions that play a
key role for the audience to determine whether they like the
movie [7]. Hence the scenes from the first act of the movie
are likely to be more engaging and informative and stand a
better chance to be considered as preview scenes. Based on
this intuition, we take the scenes from the first 1/3rd part of
the movie as candidate preview scenes. We further observe
that the scenes of duration less than 30 seconds are less informative. Motivated by this observation and the attention
span of a viewer mentioned in section 1, we further filter the
scenes having the duration ranging from 30 to 90 seconds as
candidate preview scenes. With this mechanism, out of 150
average scenes per movie, we consider only an average 24
scenes per movie as candidates for the null and alternative
hypotheses.
As a pre-processing step to our method (alternative hypothesis), we apply an additional filtering criterion for these
candidate scenes. As per the definition of preview scenes,
the scenes are required to feature the main characters. We
define the main characters as the ones who occur most frequently across all the scenes in the movie. We use the
following procedure to identify the main characters: (i)
use the character annotations per scene from MovieGraph
dataset, (ii) score a character based on the number of scenes
the character has appeared in, (iii) use this scoring mechanism to rank the characters, (iv) consider top-3 characters
as the main characters since typically a screenplay has 3
main characters3 . With this information we further filter
out only the scenes having the main characters to feed as an
input to our method. Thus, after filtering out of 24 average
candidates scenes per movie, we consider on an average 23
scenes per movie as an input to our method. Using character annotations fits in our ‘minimalist’ approach as the
automated techniques to identify characters [42, 29] are not
very involved and also provide close to 98% accuracy.
3 https://freshmenscreenplay.com/how-many-characters-can-myscreenplay-have/

4.3. User Studies
As we do not have a dataset of annotated movie preview
scenes, we perform user studies to validate our hypothesis.
We evaluate top-2 preview scenes selected by our method
(alternative hypothesis) and 2 random scenes (null hypothesis) for all 51 movies in the dataset. Effectively, 102 scenes
are sampled for each hypothesis. Prior to allocating these
scenes to the raters, we shuffle the scenes to avoid comparative bias, which may get introduced if the scenes from the
same movie appear one after another. Based on the definition of the preview scenes4 , we provide the raters with
the following set of statements to rate each scene on: (i)
Story: This scene gives the viewer a hint about the story
of the movie; (ii) Character: This scene gives the viewer a
hint about the characters in the movie; (iii) Feel: This scene
gives the viewer a hint about the feel of the movie and (iv)
Decision: This scene helps the viewer in deciding whether
to watch the movie.
We provide each rater a 20-minute tutorial to explain
each statement along with a guidelines manual. Here the
‘feel’ of a movie talks about its tone being funny, romantic,
scary, thriller, dramatic, etc. For each statement, the raters
are asked to give responses based on the scene’s compliance with the statement on a 5-point Likert scale [19] ranging from ‘Strongly disagree’ (1) to ‘Strongly agree’ (5). We
also get an additional response for the question, ‘Have you
watched the movie this scene is from?’ to analyze the possible bias that may get introduced when a rater has already
watched the movie.
We test our hypothesis by using three methods: (i)
Mann–Whitney U test [21], to check if the median ratings for the scenes retrieved by our method are significantly
greater than the median ratings for the random scenes.
Mann–Whitney U test is an appropriate hypothesis test for
us as it works for the ordinal data like the Likert scale variables [32]. (ii) Visualizing the histograms with the frequency of ratings plotted against each unit of the Likert
scale. More agreements on scenes selected by our method
as compared to the random scenes serve as a validation of
our method. (iii) We also use mean ratings to compare the
two methods. A method with a higher mean rating of scenes
proves to be better suited for the preview selection task.

5. Experiments
Prior to giving out the scenes for external user evaluation at a larger scale, we conduct internal pilot studies to
identify if readily available scene feature like scene subtitles
can give us comparable performance with the method using
more semantic scene features. We then conduct the main
experiment by using scene subtitles as the scene features to
4 https://about.netflix.com/en/news/new-netflix-tv-experienceincludes-video-previews-that-speed-your-next-selection

validate our hypothesis, where the scenes are evaluated by
regular viewers and also by an expert.

5.1. Pilot Experiments
For the pilot experiments, we use two sets of feature
combinations as described below. In each experiment,
scenes selected by our method and the random method
are evaluated with the user study described in section 4.3.
For the pilot experiments, two of the authors evaluate 204
scenes in total with 102 scenes coming from each hypothesis, to solicit one response per scene.
5.1.1

Plot Summary with Multiple Features (PS-MF)

We start with all the scene features provided by the MovieGraph dataset as described in section 3. We use SentenceBERT [26] pre-trained on meaningful natural language sentences, to compute the similarity score of scene features
with the plot summary as depicted by equation 1. Some
of the MovieGraph features described in section 3 such
as character attributes and interaction tags are not in the
form of sentences. Hence as a pre-processing step, we
form meaningful sentences out of these features. For example, the interaction sentence Pam Byrnes talks to Greg
Focker about strict father is formed by integrating the interaction talks to, the topic about strict father and characters Pam Byrnes and Greg Focker. We also integrate character attribute tags by using some supporting words such
as ‘He/She is’, ‘and’, to form sentences, as shown in figure 2. We follow a similar procedure detailed in supplementary material (appendix B) to convert character relationship, summary interaction, situation, and place tags to
natural language sentences. We also compile the subtitles
provided for a scene in the dataset into a single paragraph
by removing the timestamps present in the raw file.
By observation, we find some of the annotations to be
redundant for our task. The sentences formed with character relationship and summary interaction tags consist of
two character names joined with a relation and interaction
verb respectively. For example, summary interaction statement, Greg Focker asks Pam Byrnes. is formed by using
two character names (Greg Focker, Pam Byrnes) joined by
summary interaction verb (ask). Similarly for the relationship statement, two character names are joined by a relation
tag. Whereas, character information is already covered by
the character attribute sentence. The summary interaction
is also covered by the interaction statement. Information
about a situation or a place is rarely mentioned in the plot
summary (3 out of 51 movies). These observations allow us
to filter out redundant features such as character relation and
summary interaction, and only consider the remaining four
scene features for this experiment, viz., scene description,
interaction statement, character attribute statement, and the

scene subtitles, which cover most of the aspects of preview
definition.
We compute the cosine similarity scores between embeddings of plot summary and each of the four scene features using equation 1, resulting in 4 distinct similarity
scores. We get embedding vectors of all the scene features except scene subtitles, by using pre-trained SentenceBERT [26]. Since subtitles are longer than other features
often forming a paragraph, we use paraphrase-mpnet-basev2 5 tuned to paragraphs to get the embedding vectors of
subtitles. To find out the cosine similarity score, we use
the same embedding mechanism for the plot summary, as
the one used for the corresponding scene feature. Based
on the similarity scores, we form four different ranked lists
of movie scenes. The ranks are then aggregated with MC4
rank aggregation algorithm [4]. We pick the top 2 ranked
scenes as the preview scenes for a movie selected by our
method (alternative hypothesis).
5.1.2

Plot Summary with Scene Subtitles (PS-SS)

For practical applications, the above approach would be
limited only to movies with annotations available in the
dataset. To completely automate the preview retrieval
task, we need to use annotations that are readily available. Though as a part of the pre-processing step, we are
using scene boundary and character detection annotations
from MovieGraph, these annotations are usually available
as meta-data or can be easily solicited using existing methods available in the literature. For example, [25, 3], are the
state-of-the-art scene boundary detection methods, while
[29] is the state-of-the-art person re-identification method
with over 98% rank-1 accuracy, which can be used for
character identification. Movie subtitles can be easily obtained online for free, independent of any dataset annotations. Whereas, the other three semantic annotations considered in PS-MF, viz. scene description, character interaction, and character attributes, require human inputs or more
involved automated mechanisms. Also, the performance of
methods for automatic extraction of these features is not up
to the mark as per the current literature [43, 24]. Hence,
we conduct our second pilot experiment (PS-SS) by using
scene subtitles as the only scene feature for preview scene
selection. We apply the same pre-processing and embedding extraction mechanism as described in section 5.1.1 for
scene subtitles and plot summaries. We then use the cosine similarity score and rank the scenes, as per the equation 1. Top-2 scenes with the highest similarity score are
considered as preview scenes. The method is illustrated in
figure 1.
The results of Mann–Whitney U test for both the pilots
demonstrate that the median evaluation scores for PS-MF
5 https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained

models.html

and PS-SS are significantly greater (p < 0.01) than that
of the random method for all the four evaluation criteria
viz. story, characters, feel, and decision making (table 1).
PS-MF and PS-SS have more agreements (Agree, Strongly
agree) and fewer disagreements (Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor disagree) as compared to the random method for all four evaluation criteria, viz. story, character, feel, and decision. We provide the histograms of pilot
experiments in the supplementary material (appendix A).
Pilot
PS-MF
PS-SS
PS-SS - Ex
PS-SS - RV

Story
3.25*
3.67**
3.20**
3.18**

Characters
3.68*
4.09**
3.55′
NA

Feel
3.39*
3.67**
3.62*
3.74**

Decision
3.19*
3.51**
2.95**
3.50**

Table 1. Mean evaluation scores against the four statements
(higher is better) for pilot experiments, PS-MF and PS-SS, and
for the main experiment PS-SS evaluated by the expert (- Ex) and
by regular viewers (- RV). Median scores for preview scenes by
each of our method are significantly greater than scores for random scenes (**p < 0.001, *p < 0.01, ′ p < 0.05)

To analyze if the PS-SS method achieves comparable
performance with PS-MF, we compare the mean evaluation
scores, calculated for 102 scenes sampled for the alternative hypothesis for both the pilots. It is observed that, PSSS performs comparably with PS-MF in terms of the mean
scores for all four statements (table 1). With this, we infer
that scene subtitles as the only scene feature suffice for this
task.

5.2. Main Experiment
As explained in the prior section, in our main experiments we use the PS-SS method for preview scene selection. We perform following user studies as a part of our
main experiment: (i) An expert as a rater: As we do not
have ground truth annotations of the preview scenes, this
user study helps us to solicit the same. Here the expert rater
is a screenplay and script writer. (ii) Regular viewers as
raters: In real-world applications, previews are created for
regular viewers to help them in decision-making. Thus, it
is important to evaluate our hypothesis with the ratings provided by regular viewers.
In the PS-SS pilot experiment, we observe that the character statement, ‘This scene gives the viewer a hint about the
characters in the movie.’ has more than 82% of ‘Agree’ and
‘Strongly agree’ ratings for all scenes coming from both the
hypotheses. This can happen because there is a high chance
of every movie scene containing at least one main character.
This observation points us to the possibility of the character
statement not providing any discriminatory signal for the
task at hand. Based on this observation, as well as to reduce the cognitive load of the evaluation process, we decide

to drop the character statement for the user study involving
regular viewers as the raters. However, we keep this statement in the expert user study to validate the results of the
pilot in order to get more insight into it.
With regular viewers as raters, we solicit 3 responses
per scene following the method elaborated in section 4.3.
We invite 10 participants, 7 males and 3 females with age
range 22 to 30 years as regular viewers. Each viewer evaluates around 60 scenes uniformly sampled from the PS-SS
method and the random method. We pay the participants approximately 10 cents per scene to ensure engagement. The
task took around 27 man-hours. We solicit only 1 response
per scene from the expert, but we also solicit plain-text comments to justify the rating he has provided. The results of
the main experiments are presented in the next section.

6. Results and Discussion
The Mann–Whitney U test conducted on the ratings by
regular viewers and the expert, re-validates our pilot observations. The median evaluation scores for scenes by our
method (PS-SS) are significantly greater than scores for the
random method, both as per the expert and regular viewer’s
ratings (table 1). For frequency computation of the histograms for the experiment involving regular viewers, following [11, 31], we consider all the 3 ratings provided for a
scene as distinct inputs (figure 3). Consistent with our pilot
experiments, it is observed that PS-SS has more agreements
as compared to the random method as per the evaluations
of both regular viewers (figure 3) and the expert rater (figure 4), with respect to all the statements. We further analyze
the results to evaluate the pros and cons of our method.

6.1. Result Analysis
As per the definition of the preview scenes, to validate
if the story, characters, and feel of a scene serves as a hint
to the viewer for deciding whether to watch a movie, we
find out correlation of the expert ratings between each of
the Story, Characters, and Feel statements and the ratings of
the Decision statement, using Spearman’s correlation coefficient. For this analysis, we consider all scenes evaluated
by the expert for both hypotheses. The correlation between
Story-Decision is high (0.72), whereas that between FeelDecision and Character-Decision are moderate (0.67 and
0.62 respectively). This demonstrates that the story element
of the scene may have slightly more impact on decisionmaking as compared to the characters or feel of the scene.
As the ratings provided for the Decision statement are more
crucial to the task, and the ratings of the other statements
about Story, Characters and Feel are correlated with the Decision statement, we focus on ratings provided to the Decision statement for further analysis.
To analyze the effect of the watched movies on preview
scene decision making by the regular viewers and the ex-

Figure 3. Histograms for Main experiment, Plot Summary with Scene Subtitles (PS-SS) rated by the expert

Figure 4. Histograms for Main experiment, Plot Summary with Scene Subtitles (PS-SS) rated by regular viewers

pert, we form two populations of all the scenes based on the
answers provided by the raters to the question ‘Have you
watched the movie this scene is from?’ as ‘yes’ (P1) or
‘no’ (P2). We observe that the median rating by the regular
viewers for the scenes belonging to the movies which are
watched is significantly higher than the median rating provided for the scenes of the movies which are not watched
(p < 0.01). Whereas for the expert ratings, there is no significant difference between medians of the two populations
(p > 0.01). This shows that whether the regular viewers
have watched the movie or not, affects their ratings. They
tend to agree more on the scenes they have watched to be
preview scenes. On the other hand, no such bias seems to
affect the expert ratings.
Within each population P1 and P2, defined above, we
further form sub-populations based on the random scenes
and the scenes selected by PS-SS. We observe that for the
scenes belonging to the movies a regular viewer has not
watched, there is a significant difference in the medians of
the ratings provided for the sub-populations (p < 0.01),
whereas for the scenes which belong to the movies a regular viewer has watched, there is no significant difference between the populations (p > 0.01). (The relevant histograms
are provided in the supplementary material, appendix A)
This shows that the regular viewers can discriminate the
scenes better as preview or non-preview, for the movies
they have not watched. This may be because they are not
biased by the prior understanding of the movie. This observation also indicates that our method (PS-SS) can be effective in enabling decisions about movies the viewers have
not watched, which is the main purpose of preview scenes.
To get the idea of overall agreements, we analyze the
scenes that are rated as ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly Agree’ for the
decision statement. Out of the scenes sampled using the PS-

SS method, 64.1% and 35.3% of scenes are agreed upon by
regular viewers and the expert, respectively. Whereas, out
of the scenes sampled from the random method, 44.1% and
13.7% of scenes are agreed upon by regular viewers and
the expert, respectively. Though the overall agreement is
higher for the PS-SS method in comparison with the random method by both the expert and the regular viewers, it
is still not high in absolute terms, particularly for the expert
rater. The lower % agreements for the PS-SS especially by
expert and the relatively higher % agreements for the random method by the regular viewers indicate that there is
still scope for improvement in the PS-SS method. Also, the
inter-rater reliability for 3 ratings provided by distinct raters
is low (Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient [16] = 0.27 considering interval scale). This can be because of the inherent differences in the likes and dislikes of the raters for the
subjective task at hand, leading to variations in the ratings.
However, the low inter-rater reliability further encourages
us to analyze the limitations of our work.

6.2. Error Analysis
We observe that the mean expert rating for both the null
and alternate hypothesis for the decision statement is low
(2.63) as compared to the mean rating of the regular viewers (3.31). This demonstrates that the expert is more critical
and conservative in terms of agreeing on a scene being a
preview scene. This allows us to use the preview scenes
agreed by the expert as the ground truth preview scenes.
We find for 26 out of 51 movies, the expert agreed upon
one or more preview scenes selected by our method. For 17
movies, the expert, being critical, disagrees with all the (4)
scenes sampled from both hypotheses (2 from each). For the
remaining 8 movies, we find that the expert has disagreed
on any one of the scenes suggested by our method, but has

agreed on at least one of the scenes from the random population. We identify 11 such scenes from the random scene
population and analyze them since these are the good preview scenes missed by our approach. Our analysis indicates
that the errors can be listed in the following categories:
1. Presence of multiple and varied plot events in the
plot summary For example, The IMDb Plot summary of the movie Forrest Gump is The presidencies
of Kennedy and Johnson, the Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal and other historical events unfold from
the perspective of an Alabama man with an IQ of 75,
whose only desire is to be reunited with his childhood
sweetheart, which mentions more than one event that
can not be captured in a single scene or corresponding
dialogues.
2. Scenes creating affect and curiosity For example, a
scene from the movie The Sixth Sense where a boy
shoots a person, is rated high because of the affect, tension, and curiosity created by the audio-visual features
which are not captured by our method.
3. Scene missed due to absence of main characters
One scene from movie Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone showing a wizard performing magic found interesting by the expert is filtered out by our method as
there is no main character in this scene.
4. Subtitles not carrying important information visually shown in the scene For example, a highly rated
scene from the movie Milk about gay rights, depicts
the relevance to the theme by showing two men kissing each other being warned by a third person. But
the subtitles do not carry the information seen in the
visuals, and our method does not select it.
5. Better verbal match with the subtitles of other
scenes For example, the movie Ocean’s Eleven is
about robbing Las Vegas casinos. An expert-agreed
scene talks about the high-level security at the casino
setting up the curiosity of the viewer. Whereas, subtitles of the top 2 scenes selected by our method talk
about the robbery at the Las Vegas Casinos leading to
a better match to the plot summary than this scene.
6. Erroneous detection of subtitles in the dataset For
example, For Horrible Bosses and Bad Santa, actual
dialogues do depict conflict making the scenes interesting. However, these scenes are not selected by our
method due to erroneous detection of subtitles in the
dataset itself.
In short, since our approach heavily relies on readily
available scene meta-data, the scenes having more match
between the subtitles and the plot summary are ranked

higher, and we tend to miss the scenes creating the feel of
the movie with affect and tension using audio-visuals signals. Our dependency on plot summary may lead to errors, where it provides generic information about the movie
rather than highlighting important events.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we focus on a recent and novel application of creative video scene retrieval, that is automatic preview scene selection, to help viewers for efficient browsing
of movies. We explore the possibility of preview scene retrieval by exclusively using readily available meta-data information such as scene subtitles and IMDb plot summary.
Being simple, makes this approach scalable to large scale
video streaming platforms.
We hypothesize that ‘a movie scene that best matches
the IMDb plot summary is a good preview scene’. We
define a match by using a similarity-based scoring mechanism with pre-trained language model embeddings of the
inputs. We validate our hypothesis by performing user studies with both regular viewers and an expert rater. As per
their ratings, our method performs superior as compared
to a random baseline on movie story, character, feel, and
decision based evaluation criteria. With the ‘minimalist’
approach we have taken, we achieve an encouraging performance in terms of a critical expert selecting at least one
of the scenes by our method as a preview for 26 out of 51
movies. Though the analysis of the scenes our approach
missed (only for 8 out of 51 movies) indicates that it can
benefit from audio-visual and high-level semantic information, we intend to provide usable preview scenes by employing readily available meta-data. This means we aim at
high-precision scene preview recommendation rather than
recall of all scenes which can be considered good previews.
Though our method performs better than randomly generated previews, we would like to use the ground truth preview scenes to check the efficacy of our method and further
enhance it by addressing the limitations. We plan to solicit such ground truth preview annotations either by taking consensus among multiple experts or by considering
the movie or TV show scenes by ‘Netflix’ as ground truth
preview scenes. As per the analysis performed on the results, it would be possible to enhance the performance of
this method by taking into consideration an input that talks
about one or a few exciting events in the movie hinting to
the story. We also aim at exploiting the ‘logline’6 structure
of the plot summary, which includes features such as protagonist, inciting incident, goal, and conflict. In future, we
plan to see if we can identify such events and use them to
select preview scenes.
6 https://www.masterclass.com/articles/screenwriting-tips-how-towrite-a-logline
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